














Troubleshooting

My signal goes up and down and calls drop.
If you're experiencing intermittent signal issues, that's usually caused by oscillation. In short, that means
the signal from your outside aerial and your indoor aerial are "hitting" each other and causing
interference.

To fix this issue, move your two aerials farther apart from one another. They should be at least 10
meters away at all times. You can also try adjusting the manual gain settings, as shown above.

In rare cases, other mobile phone signals may be so strong that it's interfering with your signals. To
diagnose this, have one person check the signal with their phone in the building while you move the
outside aerial around. Find a spot on the roof that gives you a consistent quality signal and then mount
your aerial there.

My phone doesn't show increased bars.
The bars you see on your phone aren't always a good indicator of whether or not you're getting a good
signal. The bars on your phone are determined by decibels, which is simply the volume of the signal. The
quality of the signal itself is much more important than the strength of the signal.

In a phone with four bars, each bar represents about 10 dB in signal strength. Often time's new mobile
repeater installations will see vast improvements in phone call quality, without necessarily seeing a
boost in bars.

Note that the closer you move to the indoor aerial, the more likely you are to have higher bars.



Troubleshooting

My signal is weak, but my LEDs are green.
This is usually caused by poor signal at the outdoor aerial. If your outdoor aerial isn't getting a good
signal, boosting the signal indoors can have a limited result.

Try moving theoutdoor aerial around to see if you can get a better signal. Ensure that the aerial it is
mounted properly, connections tight and be sure to also check your coax cable for signs of damage.

If you have extremely weak signal outside, you may need to get a higher gain external aerial to help you
boost the signal. Thiscan be a frequent problem in areas with woods and trees. If the outdoor signal
level is less than three barswe recommend using a high gain Yagi aerial available through our site.

To compensate for low outdoor signal you can mount the aerial on a pole to elevate it above the tree or
roofline, or move the aerial to an area where trees don't interfere with the signal. This issue is more
frequently caused when a tree or other obstruction is directly in line of sight between an aerial and the
mobile mast.

I can't get signal in some rooms.
This usually means that the building materials in the partition wallsare blocking the signal from reaching
the room or that your indoor aerial is too far away from the room. You have a few options:

1) Try moving your indoor aerial(base unit) around. See if you can get it closer to the weak signal
spots without causing another weak spot somewhere else in the house.

2) Purchase a stronger base unit. Stronger units can project their signal through walls.

3) Use more than one indoor aerial. You can install one aerial in the weaker signal areas and
another aerial in the rest of the house.

Outlines of signal bars are blinking.
If you see a colorless outline of your signal bars while the signal bars are blinking, that means the
repeater unit has no input signal.

This could be caused by a number of different issues:



I'm getting noise or static in my calls.

There are numerous issues that could cause this problem.

1. Try placing a call near the indoor aerial. If you still get noise when you're standing close to the
mobile repeater, then the issue is with either the outdoor aerial or the coaxial cable.

2. Try moving your indoor aerial further away from your outdoor aerial. If the signal clears up
when you increase the distance, oscillation may be the issue. Find another place for your indoor
aerial.

3. Try placing a call while standing next to your mobile aerial, with the aerial switched off. If you
get noise while placing the call from your aerial location, move your outdoor aerial.

4. Purchase a new coaxial cable and carefully re-lay the cable. This could clear up the signal if the
cable is the issue.

5. If you can receive noise-free calls when you're near the indoor aerial, then you may have a signal strength
issue.

The repeater shows strong signal bars, but I get no signal on my phone.

First check to see if the signal bars are empty outlines or full bars. If they're empty outlines that are
blinking, see "The Signal Bars Are Blinking" above.

• Your outdooraerial is defective.
• The coaxial cable isn't securely connected.
• The coaxial cable is defective.
• Your mobile repeater unit is defective.

If you're experiencing this issue when you're installing your repeater for the first time, double-check all
your connections. If the problem persists, contact support.

If you're experiencing this issue after using your mobile repeater for some time, it's most likely that a
part got damaged. For example, lightning damage could short the outside aerial or rodents can chew
through coaxial cables.

Check through the entire line of connection from the aerial to the cable to the mobile repeater. Make
sure nothing is knocked loose or broken. If the problem persists, contact support.



The green LED light is off, but I get reception.

This is perfectly fine. The green LED light is designed to turn on when you're getting a maximum input
signal. If the green LED is light, that means you're not getting as strong a signal as you could be getting.

In other words, you'll still be able to use the mobile repeater. Your range might not be as strong as you'd
like, but the device will still work. To increase the range or improve reception, try repositioning the
outside aerial until the green LED light turns on.

Calls are dropping and/or I can't place calls.

This could be due to a short circuit in your device, or it could be due to one of the problems outlined
above. Start by checking for cable loops and kinks, as well as oscillation issues by moving the indoor unit
away from the outdoor unit.If that doesn't resolve the issue, call Mobile Repeater customer support.

If you're seeing full bars blinking, reduce your gain. Keep reducing your gain until you see solid bars.

If you're seeing strong solid signal bars but aren't able to get a connection on your phone, the most
likely cause is external interference.

Here are some possible causes:

• TV or satellite signals. Is there a satellite dish or direct TV dish on your roof? If so, try moving
your external aerial further away from the dish. Also make sure the satellite dish is not  positioned 
directly above your indoor aerial.

• Your outside aerial and your indoor aerial are too close to one another. Move them
further apart.

• You have coiled coaxial cable. Make sure you don't have any loops or coils between your
outside and inside aerial.



Warranty Details

1 Year Limited Manufacturer's Warranty
All Mobilesignal products come with a limited manufacturer's warranty valid for one year. While under 
warranty, your product is guaranteed to be free from defects that stem from workmanship or materials.

Details on the Warranty
Should your mobile repeater unit become non-operational or defective through normal use while under 
warranty, Mobilesignal will replace or repair your unit. Your unit may be replaced with a comparable product if 
the same product is unavailable. Replacement products may be new or refurbished, at Mobilesignal UK's 
discretion.

Mobilesignal  will bear the costs of all labor, materials and parts for repairs and replacements, as well as 
shipping costs for sending your new replacements. The cost of shipping the repeater unit to

Mobilesignal will be covered by you.
The warranty on the replacement product will end when the warranty on your original product would have 
ended. Getting a replacement product does not renew the warranty.

What Does the Warranty 

Cover?Your warranty covers:

• Faulty parts.

• Components that are defective out of the box.

• Outside signal aerial

• Main mobile repeater unit

• Coaxial cable.

Note: The coaxial cable is covered under warranty when it's shipped from the manufacturer. However, any 
damage from stretching, bending, coiling or kinking that occurs while installing the cable is not covered 
under warranty.

What the Warranty Does Not Cover:

• Damage or accidents caused by the end user. Examples include dropping, hitting, falling or

pulling on a cable.



• Water damage of any sort, including damage from steam or humidity.

• Lightning damage to the outdoor aerial.
• Hail damage, windstorms, fires or any other damage caused by extreme weather.

• Damage to roof during installation.
• Unauthorized repairs. Opening your device will void your warranty

• Any modifications of the device.
• Any attempt to enable the product in a country other than the country that the device was

designed for.

A copy of the original purchase receipt is required to file a warranty claim.
This limited warranty excludes all consequential and incidental damage, unless prohibited by 
local laws. This limited warranty is in lieu of all other warranties.




